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WISCONSIN PRIMARY RESULTS

(as of 10:30 p.m. last night; 60% of precincts reported)
Johnson (D)
37% 203,617 Kennedy (D)write-ins
5% 29,50.
McCarthy (D)
56% 308,431
Nixon (R)
80% 285,692
Z
Reagan (R)
11% 38,275 Wallace (D)
2.5L
20,853 Wallace (R)
Stassen (R)
1.02r
6%
Madison, Wise. Vietnam referendum calling for immediate cease
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Students Win
Academic Status

Coed Wins Danforth Fellowship

International Club.

Marianne is a native of San
Calif. She is the second
S.U. undergraduate to win a
Danforth Fellowship. The first
recipient was Donald Doub in
1961.
The Danforth Fellowship is a
one year appointment for adJose,

der the fellowship which is de-

signed to encourage college
graduates who show promise in
college teaching. The Danforth
Foundation is located inSt. Louis, Mo.

Jane Bogle, Jerome Bonag- Donovan.
ofski, Kathleen Borlin, Richard
Theresa Doogan,James Doyle,
Bossi, Nicholas Bowns, Mar- James Duff, Mary Duffey, Kathgaret Boyle, Leslie Braun, Paul ryn Dugaw, Craig Duncan, NanBride, Forest Brooks.
Nancy Brown, Carolyn Brozo-

Additions

5. If you do not receive any
cards or the improper cards,
check with the ASSU office who
will direct you to the proper person to get cards.
These additional instructions
were announced by Ted Cooper,
who has replaced Vic Walling as
director of the Course Critique.
Wallinghas joinedthe Navy.

cy

Duncan.

(Continued

on page 8)

Leadership Members
Present
Resolutions
-

The sixty two delegates
of the 1967 ASSU Workshop passed fourteen resolutions after two days of discussion and rebuttal groupsNov.
The following are additions or 3 and 4 at Camp Casey. Within
corrections to the Course Cri- three days following the Worktique, which will be mailed to shop the Steering Committee
students today.
was formed to review the reso1. Persons whoreceived an In- lutions and if possible, to precomplete or who withdrew from sent them as actualities.
Of the fourteen resolutions
a class should leave question No.
passed by the Workshop, 12
4, about the grade, blank.
2. The questionregardingyour have been incorporated into the
ASSU. The other two, concernmajor, means specific major.
MARIANNE WEGNER
ing an over-21 club and a Spec3. Destroy any cards you recalendar of events were
study.
vanced doctoral
It is nor- ceive for courses you did not tator
impractical.
found
mally renewable for three addi- take.
A Student Handbook was comtional years. A maximum of
4.
will be collected from piled the summer of 1967 for
$1,800 annually is available un- dormCards
students by members of publication
for all students of
service organizations at special S.U. After 1 year of revision
stations.

Critique

Senators Petition For
Academic Free Time

By KERRY WEBSTER
The student senate voted Sunday night to recommend to the
University Academic Council
that a free hour be scheduled
every Thursday noon beginning
Fall quarter. The free hour,
long an ASSU goal, would be
used for assemblies and entertainment.
The Academic Council has
authorized a free hour on
Wednesdays, but the ASSU has
objected that Wednesday is a
slack class day, with too few
people on campus to make noon
activities worthwhile.

vich, Judith Burns, Judith Bumstin, Bruce Bushman, Man;
Butenko, Mary Carel, Patrici;

Carel.
Nora Carpenter, Susanne Car
son, Michaela Cassidy, Man
Caulfield, Sandra Cerne, Ste
phen Clark, Timothy Clark
Alexander, Susan Alexander, Audrey Clayton, Pamela Cline,
Sheila Allison, Ernest Ander- Pauline Cline, Mary Coble.
son, Jeanne Anderson, Victoria
JAMES RICHARD, Kathleen
Artis.
Conners, Edward Constandne
Lorna Atkinson, Peggy Ayres, Jr., Michael Coolen, Theodore
William Ayres, Catherine Ban- Cooper, Teresa Cornwell, Carol
chero, Hugh Bangasser, Kather- Corrigan, Constance Corrigan.
ine Bangasser, Katherine BariLeo Crure, Lawrence Crumet,
letti, Nancy Barrett, Anita Bart- Timothy Culbert, Mary Culliholdi.
nane, Jerilyn Dadosio, Jerry
Catherine Bartlett, Carolyn Dambrosio.
Basom, Scott Baumgartner, M.
Barbara Dean, Timothy DeckHelaine Bavier, Margaret Beck- er, John Delaurenti, Patrick
ley, Conrad Bennett, David Ben- Derr, Kathleen De Santo, Conson, Bronson Berg.
cepcion Diaz, Constance DickELAINE BERG, Sharon Ber- man, Concetta Dilorio, Julie Diette, vice president;Toni Clark, secretary; ry, Emma Bezy, Carl Binder, Joseph.
Carolyn Biteman, Andrew
NICK DIJULIO, Cheryl DittLiz Martinez, treasurer. Not pictured is Bjorklund, Susan Blakesley, man,
Mary Dolan, Michael DolKathy Litaker, publicity director,
Ron Blood,Bernard Bluhm, Pe- an, Elizabeth Dols, Dennis Donovan, Joseph Donovan, Richard
—Spectator photoby Kerry Webster ter Bodnarchuk.

To Continue:

Renaissance dramatic literature is the chosen course study
of Marianne Wegner, recipient
of a Danforth Graduate Fellowship. The S.U. senior plans to
study at either Yale University
or the University of Chicago.
Marianne is one of two students from the Pacific Northwe t among 123 throughout the
United States who have been
awarded a Danforth Graduate
Fellowship.
She transferred from Gonzaga
in her sophomore year and has
maintained a 3.95 g.p.a. at S.U.
Marianne has been active in Mu
Sigma and Creative Writing
club. She is vice president of the

\&

fire and withdrawal: Yes, 42%, 16,221. No, 58%, 22,278.

According to the official records of the registrar's department 408 students achieved honor roll status during winter
quarter 1968. The students are
listed in alphabetical order.
Rita Acheson, Kathleen Ainslie. Katherine Aldrige, David

'68 '69 AWS BEGINNINGS: Chief Justice of the Judicial Board, Craig Saran
swears in the AWS officers. From the left
are Allison Fry, president; Jeanne Mall-

1%"

dent body, and campus life are
included within the booklet for
the student's information.
The resolution for a proposed
over 21 Club in the basement
of Xavier has been investigated

with the possibility of a coed
dorm. However, the administration has pointed out that this
must be looked into in practical
detail before any active measures can be taken.
An inter-hall council has been
in the developing stages since
the Workshop in November. A
constitution was passed last
week by the ASSU Senate, and
the Inter-Hall Council will begin
functioning the beginning of
spring term.
The plans for a student operated coffee house were initiated
last fall when the ASSU budget
and acquiring needed adminis- provided $1,000 for the year 67trative approval, the Handbook -68. Two obstacles still remain:
should be made available to the 1) approval of an area, 2) stustudent body spring quarter. dents' support of a common
University information, the stu- ground of communication.

no bill may be passed at the
meeting of its introduction, but
the rule was formerly bypassed
by the inclusion of the phrase
"standing rule 18 is hereby
waived" in the text of a popular
bill. The senators then could not
vote against the waiver clause
without also defeating the bill.
A thirdbill which would estab"The International Monetary
lish a requirement that ASSU CriFis"
will be the subject of
officers notify the student senate
two weeks before signing any at 11a.m. Fridayin the Library
financial contracts was held in Dr. Norbert Einstein's lecture

Monetary Crisis
Speech Subject

Auditorium. His speech is sponsored by the Political Union.
■Dr. Einstein is a noted lecTHERESA McBRIDE, author Council was approved, and the turer on topics related to hisof the resolution, made the rec- organization chartered as a tory, political science and ecoommendation "contingent upon class A body; a bill asking for nomics. Dr. Einstein has spoken
the effective use of the tentative purchase of four more padded on S.U.'s campus in the past
(Wednesday) free hour sched- armchairs for Che senate cham- years.
uled for Spring quarter ..."
ber was withdrawn by its
He conducts regular foreign
Another Mcßride bill, this one maker, Sen. Al Reese; and a affairs commentary programs
eliminating a time-honored leg- last-minute call by Sen. Paul in KIRO and KJR. The author
islative dodge, was also passed.
and lecturer was educated in
It forbids the inclusion of a Bader for reconsideration of a Germany where he attended the
awarding
an ASSU
waiver of standing rule 18 in the recent bill
Universities of Munich, Berlin
pass to the Election Board Co- and Frankfurt. He has a Ph.D.
text of any bill or resolution.
STANDING rule 18 states that ordinator was quashed.
in economics.
committee.
In other senate action, the
constitution of the Inter-Hall

FINE ARTS FESTIVAL: The North Idaho Junior Choir
got the Mu Sigma Fine Arts Festival off to a lilting start
Monday. (See review page four). As festival activities
continue, the sculpture foundry at Buhr Hall holds an
open house at noon tomorrow, and pianist Steve Rosenthai presents a recital at 8 p.m. Friday in Pigott.
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COMING IN MAY:
"We've Saved The Best Til Last!"
The Senior Class Presents
A Bon Voyage CRUISE!

THIS WILL BE THE GRADUATING
CLASS' LAST FUNCTION. BUT IT'S
THE BIGGEST and BEST!!

LIVE MUSIC

-

"

ICE & MIXER PROVIDED

WATCH FOR MORE INFORMATION TO COME

-
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Opinions Voiced on LBJ Move

■

Professors
Offer Views

By PATTY HOLLINGER

Shock was expressed by
ost S.U. students interviewed concerning President Lyndon Johnson's announcement that he would
not seek re election. The
students were divided over
the effect of the President's
withdrawl on the political
situation:
j

By SUE JANIS

The shock of President
Johnson's statement that
he would not seek re election in 1968 was received
by S.U. faculty members
with a variety of emotions.
Fr. Frank Costello, S.J., actinghead of the Political Science
department, expressed his sur-

-

-

PAULALASCHOBER,

FRESHMAN: The announcement tha.t he would not run took
about a half hour to register.
This will take the thunder away
from McCarthy and Kennedy.
Kennedy will probably switch
his platform now. Ithink Kennedy is a forerunner, and he
will get both the Democratic
nomination and the Presidency.
Nixon's choice cf a running
mate will have a great deal of
influence."
RICK SCHREIBER, JUNIOR:
"Johnson is a great man and a
great President. By not running
for re-election, he has cleared
the way for Kennedy's succession. Nixon has been before the
public too long and Offers nothing new. In the view of national
indignation over the Vietnam
war, McCarthy andKennedy are
offering a different view. Nixon's position is more similar to

prise.

"It's a very rare phenomehe said, "when a competent president eligible to con-

non,"

tinue in office chooses not to run
again."
DR. GERARD RUTAN, also
of the Political Science depart-

CHUCK CARROL
more power and has more to
shafted from Vietnam to domes- say about his party's Presidentic affairs. Problems in the tial nomination. I think this
slums and ghettos must be alle- may cause a change in his
viated so attention had better image. Now Iam wondering
be directed to domestic prob- who he will back for the nominlems."
ation."
JENNIFER KIRSH, SENIOR:
MAUREEN EAGLESON, JUNIOR: "I am disappointedJohn- "I was really shocked at Johnson is not running. Ihave not son's decision not to run. An
decided who Iwant to win. Ken- incumbent usually does not
nedy seems inexperiencedand I withdraw. Ido not know who
do not want Nixon. The Commu- will get the democratic nominnists really seem to be shook. ation. Kennedy has his brother's
This could give Hanoi a lack of image, but he will have to take
Johnson's."
confidence in the U.S. Ithink more definite stands to gain
CHARLES CARROLL, SOPH- Johnson might back Humphrey more backers. Iwould vote for
OMORE: "I consider Johnson's but Iam not sure how strongly." Kennedy, not Nixon, for pres-

speech very courageous and I
believe it may prove to be a
very wise one. Ithink the position he enjoys now, in not running for re-election, could lead
to orofitab'e talks with Hanoi.
I forecast that Kennedy will
run against Nixon in the election and Nixon will win."
SHARON GREEN, JUNIOR:
"I was greatly surprised, but I
think it was a smart move. Iam
not sure who this will help politically. Either Kennedyor McCarthy will have to chanpe platforms. After the President's

declared that Mr. Johnson's withdrawal from the presidential race was "completely
unexpected." Speaking of Johnson and his connection with the
Vietnam war, Rutan said that
"The war is the thing that's poisoning our relations with other
countries. Now that Johnson is
leaving the presidency, other
countries will lose their "hate
focus" and "will he forced to
have a more realistic reason
for their anti-Americanism."
Ben Cashman, professor of political science, spoke on a special program on KOMO-TV Sunday night concerning Johnson's
statement. "Unless lightning
strikes, Robert Kenedy will be
the nextDemocratic candidate,"
he said. "I don't care who becomes president in 1969," he
continued, "there willbe no major change in U.S. policy if Ho
Chi Minh will not change his
ment,

SHARON GREEN
speech, more attention may be

SISTER SHEILA SMITH
withdrawal. It will be a toss-up
between McCarthy and Kennedy
for the democratic nomination. I
think Nixon will win the Presidency, but Isupport Rockefeller. Humphrey has not got much
chance. Johnson withdrew because he knew he would have
been dumpedin November. Now
there will be a more favorable
image of him and it will take
him off the spot."

Drugs Discussed
Mr. Charles O'Toote. U.W. so-

ciologist, will discuss "Drugs—
Their Use and Abuse" at 8 p.m.
PAULETTE GAMACHE, JU- ident.
tomorrow in the Lemieux LiMAXIE,
NIOR: "My reaction was 'YipSOPHOPEGGY
pie, Yippie'! Ithink the demo- MORE: "I felt shocked, like brary auditorium.
O'Toole, Supervisor of Securcratic nomination will be a everybody else. I think this
struggle between Kennedy and makes it an automatic victory ity for the Seattle Public Schools,
McCarthy. Humphrey has not for RFK. There would be no has worked for the U.S. Depart- policy."
got much of a chance. McCar- problem for Kennedy getting ment of Justice and the Seattle
DR.JOHN TOUTONGHI,chairthy should win the presidential the nomination, unless Johnson Police Department, dealing priof the physics department,
election. Vietnam will have to backs Humphrey. Any effect on marily with the increasingdrug man
felt
that
Johnson "will be able
continue about the same until the Vietnam war will have to be problem.
to do more now than ever bewe beein a gradual withdrawal. brought about by the next adKappa Delta Pi is sponsoring fore. All Americans will rally
SISTER SHE LIA SMITH, ministration, not by Johnson's the talk.
behind him."
0.P.: "At first I questioned cease-fire."
whether Johnson's decision not
RANDY LARSON, SOPHOto run was purely a political MORE: "McCarthy will be
move. Johnson has now gained stronger because of Johnson's

Virginia(i.)andFrank(r)are:
A. Interviewingan African couple. B. Visiting a NigerianUniversity.
C. Exchanging ideas with Nigerian University students.

Johnson Jolts Peace
Critics, Party Politics

By KERRY WEBSTER
midweek,
Even in
national political leaders are still
a bit glassy-eyed over President Johnson's Sunday announcementof his non-candidacy.
But, as the initial surprise begins to wear off. focus

is beginning to return to the
presidental race. Richard Nixon
and Robert Kennedy are jubilant, Eugene McCarthy warily
optimistic, and Vice-President
Humphrey is wanning up in the

V^fI**\\* \ i
i
■"imH'H

H the twocountries.Thisis the
■■iPim

raPnv> drama,music, and danceof

I

regular course work aboardChapman's shipboard campus, the s.s. Ryndam.
Virginia and Frank transferred the credits they earned back to their home colleges,
Arizona State University and Northern ArizonaUniversity, and are going on for their
baccalaureate degrees. Chapman College is currently accepting enrollments for the
1968-1969 academic year with the World Campus Afloat program.

ITINERARIES

Fall 1968: Dep. New York Oct.10 for Dublin, London, Copenhagen,Rotterdam,Lisbon,
Rome,Athens,Haifa,Catania,Barcelona, Las Palmas,Freetown,Rio de Janeiro,Buenos
Aires,Montevideo,Punta Arenas, Santiago,Lima, Acapulco, arrivingLos Angeles Jan.29.
Spring 1969: Dep.Los Angeles Feb. 3 for Honolulu, Tokyo, Kobe, Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Kuala Lumpur, Colombo, Bombay,Mombasa,Durban,Cape Town,Dakar,Casablanca,
Cadiz,Lisbon, arrivingNew York May 27.
The coupon below, if completed and mailed at once, will provide the first step in
reserving space foryour fall 1968 and/or spring 1969 semesters with World Campus Afloat
where you can take full advantage of Chapman College's unique three-year experiencein
effective teaching aboard ship and in world ports.
tm"^
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m
m
m
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m
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m
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MMM
please print or type
,
Campus
World
Afloat Director of Admissions
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Chapman College Orange. California 92666

Mr.
Miss Mrs

DATE
LAST NAME

FIRST

INITIAL

Campus Address
City

State

Zip

Name ofSchoolAcademic Major

Campus

Phone

has begun to diedown, as politi
cal pundits take a second hard
look. Although Humphrey has

lost his former liberal follow-

—

Republicans and Democrats-

are looking for a new man, a
new party to fill the vacuum
of leadership."

ATTENTION !
CIVIL ENGINEERING

STUDENTS
The ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT of the CITY
of SEATTLE offers unique opportunities for
personal growth and advancement.

Year in
Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale
Age

Home Address
City

state"*

ers because of his support of the
war, he is rated strong among
labor,business, and local Democratic officials.
Kennedy renewed his attacks
wings.
on
the administration yesterday
Some old-line Democrats are
Philadelphia,
declaring, "we
in
even beginning to talk cautious- have to developpolicies
so that
ly of a Johnson draft.
get involved in Vietwe
never
"Sometimes a man is more
popular the day after he's been nam again."
Sen. Eugene McCarthy told a
defeated than before," com
mented Massachusetts Demo news conference audience that
cratic committeeman John E the President's reduction of the
bombing of North Vietnam
Powers yesterday.
left the war situation "essentialSOME OF the early laughter ly
the same," and Richard Nixat the mention of Hubert Hor
on
exulted in Ohio, "Americans
as
a
candidate
Humphrey
atio

State

Zip

Home
Phone

To which address material should be sent: Campus □ Home Q Parent or Guardian
lam interested in O Fall Q Spring Semester 19
Q Land Campus Q FloatingCampus D Both
RYNDAM,
SAFETYINFORMATION: The s.s.
registered in The Netherlands, meets
InternationalSafetyStandards for newshipsdevelopedin 1948.

REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS
APRIL 10, 1968
Information Available at PlacementOffice
(for off-campus interviews callJU 3-2724)
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On Stage at the Rep:

Editorial

Do-lt-Yourself?

Mackie's Back in Town

By 808 CUMBOW
Do-It-Yourself projects are usually a combination of
MacDonald's production
Pirie
necessity.
The new ASSU
amateurish pride and financial
last
season
of Brendan Behan's
readerboards are examples of such projects.
rollicking Irish play of social
comment, "The Hostage," has
PRIDE and labor of ASSU officers went into the had a profound and lasting efon the Seattle Repertory
nstruction of the two readerboards during spring vaca- fect
Theater. The present season has
»n. Because the original cost-estimates for the reader- been keynoted by even greater
forward in progressive
boards were inaccurately low, the officers were forced to steps
"total theater."
alter the boards' design and to undertake their erection
The concept of "total theater"
themselves.
was fiivt advanced in the 1920's
Now standing beside walkways to the Pigott Building by Bertolt Brecht. Brecht emneed in drama for
and Bookstore are the results of the ASSU leadership phasized the
involvement, social
audience
opinion,
construction. In our
the leaders could have used and local relevance, and conprofessional guidance in the conception and construction temporary significance. He accomplished this through an earof the readerboards.
in what we now call
boards are hollow cylindrical metal with a flat ly venture
media," employing mu"mixed
p; cemented around each exterior is a wide strip of sic and song, printed signs and
red carpet. ASSU publicity notices are tacked onto the placards, surrealistic or nonrealcarpet so that students can be informed on campus istic set?, and photographicpro-

KTHE
fThe
fents.

Notices often do not adhere to the carpet, or do not
survive weather-beating; rain pelts the notices into pulp
or wind blows them astray. The original, expensive readerboard design would have withstood the weather.
A CONICAL top could provide better protection from
the rain; a cork board exterior would give firmer backing to notices. Both of these assets were incorporated in
theoriginal design.
The original locations of the boards had to be switched from central mall spots to grass side areas due to city
ordinances. Thus students cannot view notices on all
sides of the carpeted boards; the boards might as well
have been flat in consequence of the location.
However, the officers forged ahead with their improvised readerboards. To build one effective, expensive
board might have been wise rather than constructing
two less expensive ones.
We admire the self industry of the ASSU officers
but not their do-it-yourself products.

-

Seattle Soundings
By DIANNE BYE
losophy and ideology of Bertolt
This is the last week to see Brecht plays this Friday and
Seattle Rep's terrific Brecht Saturday, and April 12 and 13.
production"ThreepennyOpera." Lyric Theatre, 2115 sth Ave.,
A slightly decadent musical, 8:30 p.m.
MUSIC
somewhaton the order of Marat
STUDENT MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS, Buhr
Sade, "Threepenny" is gar- Hall, April 8, noon-1.
MADRIGAL CONCERT, Barman Building, 2-3
nished with an appropriately re- p.m.
TODAY!
vealing photography exhibit in
CONCERT PIANIST, Steven Roienthal, Pigott, April 5, 8 p.m.
the Playhouse foyer. The whole
THALIA CONCERT: April 9, Plgott, S p.m.
evening is a moving, freaky cavNOON MUSICALE, Thalia Orchestra, April
alcade, with Glenn Johnson 10, Library (on campus).
ART
singing an unusual rendition of
VISUAL ARTS DISPLAY, COSTUME EXHIBIT,
"Mack the Knife," and Eve today
til April 10, First Floor Library, 1-9
Roberts, Jonathan Farwell, Patrick Hines and Maureen Quinn
turning in superb leading performances.The satire is pointed,
brought right home and up to
date by the jabbing dialogue.
If you especially enjoyBrecht,
or just if you especially relish
good theatre, catch "Brecht on
Brecht," directed by Rep actor
Archie Smith at the Off-Center
Theatre. This revue of the phi-

p.m.
FRYE MUSEUM, Tenth Annual Puget Sound
Area Exhibition, til April 7.
SEATTLE ART MUSEUM, Volunteer Park,
Contemporary Taiwan painter Liu Kuo-Sung's
paintings, plus masterpieces of Chinese porcelain, til April 7.

there is often too much going on
for the viewer to keep track of
it all. Yet, in Brecht's concept,
it is the total effect, and no one
part of it, which is the real theatrical experience to be impressed upon the viewer. The

photographic montages add a
fourthdimension of both psychological a id social significance to
the play. As Polly Peachum
sings of her love for Macheath,
the projector cast i images of
dollar bills on the screen. When
Mack and the police commissioner sings of the glories of
army life, a slide of President
Johnson and shots of Vietnam
are shown.
The music, by Kurt Weill, was
directed by Stan Keen, a veteran of "West Side Story," and
performed by a five-piececombo
Pirate Jenny
led by Keen. The musicians display marvelous control, and
jections.
lous nonrealistic set suggest not manage to attain just the right
only London, butNew York, ChiHISMOST famous play, "The cago,San Francisco and Seattle. degree of di cord to emphasize
Opera,"
playthe play's own's discordant topiThreepenny
now
The local references and in- cality.
ing at the Rep, remains the out- formality of the production
are
standing example of Brecht's
Jonathan Farwell plays the
disturbing; but, parasometimes
concept of "total theater."
doxically, it is only by taking role of Macheath and, though a
The original play, produced liberties with his written work master of facial expression, is
by Brecht in Berlin in 1928, was that Fletcher can remain true to still a bit choppy onhis delivery.
an adaptation of John Gay's the spirit in which Brecht wrote Polly Peachum, Mack's lead
"Beggar's Opera," a satiric it. The new theater, with its girlfriend/wife, is played by
play about London's poor and mixed media a' la MarshallMc- Myrna Walker, who is an excelher bungling police, written two Luhan, is a natural vehicle for lent singer, but no actres~. Her
centuries before Brecht's "Op- the wide range of entertainment father, J.J. Peachum, the "Begera." The basic plot centers and comment aspired to by gars' Big Brother," owns a
around the legendary London Brecht and his "Opera."
school for fraudulent beggars,
gangster MacHeath, "Mack the
One of the problems with a and seeks to have Macheath arKnife," whose crimes, political play of the*e dimensions is that
(Continued on page 5)
bribes, and sexual adventures
always find himplaying all ends
Opens
— —
against the middle.
■
BY JIM DAVIS
Brecht, a socialist, adapted
gram was presented by the
The spring Fine Arts Festival Cardinal Chorale, a lively group
and updated the basic theme of
Gay's play to incorporate social opened April Ist with a moving of 24 members of the choir who
and political comment on the performanceby the North Idaho performed in such diverse manGermany of the interwar period. Junior College a cappella choir ners as marching on stage to
It remains today one of the most at Pigott Auditorium. The audi- the tune of "Hey. Look Me
bitter yet entertaining satires ence population, which num- Over," and interpretive dancing
ever leveled against politicalbu- bered some 100 to 125, may in- to the haunting melody of "El
reaucracy and the human social crease if the first attraction of Yivneh," the Hebrew "Song of
conditionunder capitalism.
the festival is any indication of Galilee."
Just as Pirie MacDonald up- the quality of talent to be preEven though the prancing
dated Behan's "Hostage" last sented in future events. The fine about tended to make the perseason, producing a loosely arts presentations will not be formance a bit high-schoolish,
structured, informal, audience- worth missing.
the talent of the students is to
The 38 voice choir directed by be commended.
participation drama of serious
social introspection in a comic Lou E. Kelly sang selections
vein, so Allen Fltcher has done ranging in variety from a madwith Brecht. Fletchers' produc- rigal by J. S. Bach, "Blessing,
tionof "The ThreepennyOpera" Glory and Wisdom," to a calypinvolves not only story, music so diddy, "Gos°ip, Gossip."
and song, but also rhe use of
The program was divided into
placards andelectric signs, pho- two parts. The first was devoted
tographic collageand projection* to religious selections sung in
sag.
With the-e materials Fletcher English, Latin and German.
has managed to give the play, The group performed very inwhose story is set in 19th cen- tensely .forcefully, sweetly and
tury London, an applicability to in the manner of any other comthe twentieth century. The pho- plimentary adverb. In short, the
tographic projections and Rob- choir was impressive.
ert Darling's wonderfullyridicuThe second half of the pro-

Versatile Choir

Arts Festival

mtmfijjjm*

A Phi O's Draw Blood
Bellarmine Lounge
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

M 575.
vms^^pam
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Round II:

Fearon Replies on Lifely Issue

By JOHN FEARON, OJP.
Fr. LouisSauvain's reaction to

Pluck Your Plumes!

my article on the birth control
dilemma became mixed because
Iglibly attributed a "don't worry" positionto some churchmen,
because Iwas misleading and
unfair in presentingthe Church's
opposition to contraception, because Isubtly implied and then
abolished an argument from
"biologism" that is passe', and
because Ifailed to mention the
Fifth Commandment.
As to his first remark about

Letter to the editor:
As regards to Dean Reilley's
talk at Marycrest on April 1,
1968, those Of us that attended
wouldlike to think that it was an
April Fool's joke, but after her
previous speeches we are aware
of the faot that she was speaking
to us in all seriousness.
Her reference to the dress code
and the immaturity of women at
S.U., brings to our minds a quote
from the Brible, that has some
relevance to the situation: "Judge
not lest ye be judged."
In plainer terms, pink ostrich
feather hats, black tights and
patent leather boots are not exactly vogue for women over fifty.
So, Dean Reilley, if you want us
to bag our levis you had better
pluck your bonnet.
Wendy Allen
Jean Sherwin

my glib interpretation: perhaps
he is right. Julius Cardinal Dopfner's instruction to the confessors of Munich reads "Responsi-

ble partners who see themselves
obliged to contraceptive marital

intercourse, not lightly and habitually, but rather as a regrettable emergency solution, may

take it that by doing so they
do not exclude themselves from
communion at the eucharistic
table."
LET THE reader decide what
the Cardinal meant. Ireferred
to it in the first place only to
discard it as a way out of the
dilemma. At best it is pastoral
and not magisterial.
Itook for granted that S.U.
students have been exposed to
Pius XI and Pius XII regarding
opposition to contraception. In
fact, I think they have been
over-exposed, and Ihad no intention of doing what Ithink has
been overdone. The accusation
of being "unfair" and misleading" simply is not applicable.If
the article sounded a sour note it
was in somebodyelse's song, not
mine.
BY "BIOLOGISM" Isuppose
Fr. Sauvain means reaching a
conclusion in ethics from premises in biology. Ido not think I
was subtle; I thought I was
blunt. The draft of scheme 13
presented to the Council in November, 1964, specifically referred to contraceptive methods
which interfered with the physical integrity of the act of inter-

Paul on June 26, 1966: "The erating springs from the right
Fathers, theologians and the of the already existing child or
Church herself has always the rights of the future child
taught that certain acts and the Therefore the procreative end is
generative processes are in substantially and really presome way specially inviolable servedeven when here and now
precisely because they are gen- a fertile act is excluded; for inerative. This inviolability is al- fecundity is ordered to a new
ways attributed to the act and to life, well and humanly posthe process, which are biologi- sessed. Man is the administracal; not inasmuch as they are tor of life and consequently of
biological, but inasmuch as they his own fecundity."
are human, namely, inasmuch
as they are the objects of human
IREALIZE that much of this
acts and are destined by their does not fit in with the obsolete
nature to the good of the spe- text books used in Th 233 and
Th 234 which still speak of the
cies."
MAYBE Fr. Sauvain does not primary end of marriage and
think that these men are repu- go through new editions as if
table. Let the reader decide if Vatican II never happened. I
it is biologism.
refer specifically to "Man and
"Right and Reason" by Austin Woman" by Hildrebrand, pages
Fagothy, S.J., uses the same 97 to 100, published 1966. "Love
kind of argument and the stu- in Marriage" (1964) by Henri
dents in PL 250 have been re- Gilbert, M.D., does not even
quired to purchase it for years list anovulents among the chem-

...

at S.U. By implicationis PL 250
passe'?
The Fifth Commandment and
stewardship or dominion over
one's person is an ambiguous
argument. Furthermore, a Thocourse.
With the helpof BernardHar- mist normally will not argue by
ing the mixed commission got analogy from the decalogue to
rid of the phrase "by the nature the morality of pill swallowing.
of the act of intercourse" and But using the stewardship argusubstituted "from the nature of ment, Joseph Fuchs, S.J., Canon
the person and his acts" in sec- Philippe Delhaye and Raymond
tion 52 of The Church in the Sigmond, 0.P., also members of
Modern World, which was ap- the papal commission, wrote a
proved 2,111 for and 251 against. rebuttal to the minority report
which included the following:
NONETHELESS, as members "But this generative end does
of the papal commission on the not have to be realized by a
subject, John Ford, S.J., Jan fertile act when, for instance,
Visser, C.S.S.R., Marcelino Zal- parents already havechildren to
ba, S.J., and Stanley de Les- educate or they are not pretapis, S.J., transmitted the fol- pared to have a child. This oblilowing minority report to Pope gation of conscience for not gen-

ical devices, page 188.
With an 87 per cent response
rate last year's S.U. seniors who
are Catholic answered 64 per
cent "yes," they did envisage
some type of family planning;
22 per cent did not know. To prevent pregnancies in extreme
hardship, 10 per cent were rhythm people, 18 per cent were
pill people. Thirty^nine per cent
of the rhythm people didn't
know what they would do and
41 per cent couldn't answer at
all. Thirty per cent of the pill
people didn't know what they
would do and again 41 per cent
couldn't answer at all. Of the
uncertain pill people 4 per cent
felt the Church's position was
clear, 13 per cent felt it was unclear and 6 per cent had other

reasons.

Mackie at Rep
(Continued from page 4)

rested, to claim a substantial
reward.Patrick Hines plays the

"" Very often,

role, and

money in the bank is an instantly
effective cure for personality problems. 99
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We Get Letters
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n c 1 leads us into a little commercial about NBofC
Special Checking Accounts. Great way to solve insecurity feelings. Because you're never without money

(providing your balance is in balance). No regular
monthly service charge. No minimum balance. Just 10c a
check when you write 5 checks a month. Better check it out.

NBC

NATIONAL BANK OF
COMMERCE
"
MEMBER FEDEHAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO it&OOO
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establishes a

rapport

with the audience which (again)
recalls "The Hostage."
Peachum and his wife, played
by Maureen Quinn, discoverthat
their daughterPolly has surreptitiously married Mack the
Knife. They plot with Jenny Diver, one of Mack's prostitute
friends, to have Mack trapped
and arrested. Jenny is played
superbly by Eve Roberts and
her song, "Pirate Jenny," is one
of the snow's high points.
In discussing a production of
such huge proportions, it is impossible to mention all the cast
members who deserve praise.
Suffice it to say that the teamwork is excellent and everyone
doe" a fine job.
The last word, of course goes
to Allen Fletcher. This production is the crowning achievement of his brilliant and polished first season with the Rep.
He has made some tremendous
steps, and the 1968 season is
ending in grand style, while
promising even bolder innovations and an even greater theater in the seasons to come.

Theology: A Science

—

Tothe editor:
The theologically flavored artiwhether accepted, (Fr.
cles
Fearon's), or rejected, (Dr. Rouwhich have come to
sseve's)
the attention of your readers in
recent months seem to reveal a
need for the correction of basic
and perhaps widespread misun-

—

derstandings.
1. Theology is not public domain where every man may
make significant contributionsregardless of his theological training. Theology is a distinct academic discipline. Given a problem shared by the disciplines of
theology and education, it is no
less presumptuous, no less an
offense against the laws of aca-

demic freedom, for a doctor of
education to attempt to discuss
significantly the theological aspects of the problem than it is
for a doctor of theology to attempt to treat significantly of
the problem's educational aspects.

2. THEOLOGY is an intellectual discipline. Feelings may be
the subjeot of its study, but when
feelings meddle with methodology and seek to compete With
understanding and judgement,
they are rightly called bias. Unless feelings, then, be the subject
of study, they are of no more importance in theology than they
are in biology, chemistry, physics, history or English.
3. Theology is a demanding and
intricate discipline; it possesses
a commensurate methodology. To
be a scholar in anv discipline,
one must meet the demands and
intricacies of that discipline with
rigorous self-denial and patience;
to be a theologian, one must respect theological method as a
serious factor in judging the validity and worth of contributions

of scholarship
honesty, a place
*

and learning.

John Warner, S.J.

Truth, Not Catechism
To the editor:
Father Sauvain's reply to Father Fearon's article on birth
control illustrates many of the
problems we young Christians
face today. Most of us want the
answers, the real truth. Instead,
we get lectures on the Magisterium of the Church.
We who are trained in college
to >think out the truth for ourselves, are not trusted with the
right to exercise our free will to
do what we think is right. Only
the Church can establish the
truth of any belief in relation to
faith and morals by an ex cathedra statement from the Pope, who
by this definition becomes the
only Christian on earth.
A CHRISTIAN, in my definition,
must do what he thinks is right
no matter with who it disagrees.
This presupposes that the person
is a Christian, desires the truth
and is properly equipped to work
it out for himself. Let us hope
this describes the Catholic youth
of today.
We are irritated with Baltimore
Catechism style of answer which
we receive, and of which Father
Sauvain's letter is a good example. Things as they are (which is
part of this picture of the truth)
are glossed over and made irrelevant. But it is among these
facts of life which we must live
and for which our Christian faith
is supposed to be the best answer.
FIRST OF all, what does the
fifth commandment, "Thou shalt
not kill," have to do with birth
control? Religion should be concerned with man's happiness on
earth, not relegating it to the afterlife. The Christan should try
to create happiness for all in this
life.
Our society has made it necessary to have an adequate economic base to support a healthy
and happy family. Ths is one fact
which has not been pronounced
on with authority by our Church,
but does that change it? Reason
would seem to dictate that a family be spaced in order to assure
that each child be properly loved.
It would be hard to love an unwanted ch'ld; a religion of love
should not be responsible for such
cruelty.

IT ALSO seems stupid to limit
marital love to a specific time
of the month. It isn't something
which can be turned on and off.
There has yet to be produced an
adequate deduction of the present
stand of the Church from the sayings Of Christ, Christian principles or reasonable principles. If
modern man has created an adequate means to solve the problem, then it would seem that true
marital love could intertwine with
the control of families to the best
happiness of all.
in theological understanding. DisThe Christian faith of the Indirespect for scholarship and fail- vidual is more than a certain
ure in scholarly presentation are predetermined answer for certain
no less unworthy, no less harm- specific cases. It is an atftude
ful, in theology than in any of which precedes all specific acthe sciences.
tions. That attitude is a devotion
to the truth, as things are rather
4. WE LIVE in an increasingly than as we would like them to be.
complicated world. Vatican II
Why don't we get busy and
has given theology the mandate work on the problems in the area
to confront this complexity, to of birth control ourselves? When
understand it, to explain it, to we get busy, maybe we can Plso
make manifest within this com- begin to clear away the many
plexity the continuing existence problems created by our hlstorof the Judaeo-Christian covenant, cal Christian tradition.
the commitment of God to man.
Bill Huntington
This mandate is not met by unscholarly writings on controverted and subtle theological subjects. This mandate is not met
Cadet Lt. Col. Jim Fisher,
by theological writings which Raider Company Commander,
confuse emotion with understand- awarded the Black
Beret to fifing and judgement. This mandate
is not met by writings which teen ROTC cadet". The followshow a lack of respect for the- ing cadets were awarded the
ology as a distinct, demanding, Black Beret: Thomas Brennon,
intricate, intellectual discipline.
Ralph Alvarado, Nick Brown,
On the contrary, writings of Bill Davis, Rick Holmes, Gorthis sort tend to destroy rather don Kouimoku, Eugene Mack,
than to build a people of God, to William Ryan, Mike Wagner,
disturb rather than to clarify Milton Isa, Dan Kwapnioski,
conscience, to impair rather than
Miller, Joe Nailor, Rune
to enhance the Creator-creature John
Simard, and John Rosell.
relationship.
The Black Beret is awarded
5. To attain, to maintain, to
pnioy the oooortunities and bene- only to those cadets who have
fits of academic freedom, the demonstrated skill in mountaineering, bayonet, marksmancitizens of an university must
resnect the scholarly demands ship, patrolling, and other reand responsibilitiPs of their own
particular disciplines and of the lated subject". The Raider Company is a counter-insur"ency
other individual and various dis- unit that is open
to all ROTC
ciplines, if they wish their unicadets.
versity to be a place of honor and

Berets Awarded
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JOIN THE REVOLUTION!!!
Would you like to be part of a movement to better your campus? Are you interested in making '68-'69 Seattle University's
greatest year? Then join the revolution now.

Positions open for:

1. Homecoming Chairmen:
General
Secretarial
Financial

2. Frosh Orientation Chairmen:
General
Secretarial
Financial

3. Executive Secretary
4. Comptroller
5. Spirits President
6. Special Events Coordinator
7. Core Critique Chairman
8. Leadership Conference
Co-Chairmen
9. Transfer Orientation Chairman

Apply daily between Iand 4 in the A.5.5.U. Office

UCLA Cagers Excelled
Lew, Lucius, and Lynn
Will Return
- TERRY ZAREMBA The Houston UCLA clash in the semi finals of the
By

NCAA tournament was probably the most publicized
collegiate basketball game in history. Everybody knows
by now that the West Coasters exploded the Texans,
101-69.
But the game still elicits comment because of the fantastic display of basketball that UCLA exhibited. The
five Bruin starters put on a show of speed, hustle and
shooting
— ability that astounded nationwide television audience and the Houston Cougars.
UCLA's LOOK-ALIKE guards, Mike Warren and
Lucius Allen have to be two of the quickest and cleverest
backcourt men in the nation .There seems to be nothing
that these two can't do with a basketball.
The two Bruin forwards, Lynn Shackleford and Mike
Lynn were great on both ends of the court.It was Shackelford who draped himself over Houston's Elvin Hayes
and held the erstwhile Player of the Year to 10 points.
OF COURSE Lew Alcindor was brilliant in the con-

test, especially on defense. No Cougar dared shoot in
close because Alcindor was waiting to block any attempt.
A sobering thought is that Allen, Shackelford and
Alcindor are juniors and will be around again next sea-

son.
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S.U. Pitchers Hurl
Three Shutouts
rai failed to score a single
run against the Chieftain
baseballers in three games
this past week and consequently they were bounced all
three times. Saturday Jeff

Lemon mastered the Samurai
by yielding only five hits and
striking out 12 on the way to
a 12-0 victory.
Yesterday the Chiefs met
the Samurai twicein an afternoon doubleheader and they
swept the set, 6-0 and 1-0. Ed
LaBissioniere spun a fourhitter in the first game.
LaBissioniere struck out 10
and aided his cause by batting in two runs. In the second game the Chiefs scored
the lone run in the second
inning.
StanTaloff walked, reached

third on a Fred Gonzalez

single and scored when the
Samurai shortstop bobb1ed
Steve Conklin's grounder.
Terry Gibson and Tom Couples combined for the shutout.
The three wins give the
Chiefs an 8-0 record for the

season.

S.U. Tennis Team To Meet
Strong U.W. Team Tomorrow
The S.U. tennis team will be the underdog when it squares off
against rival U.W. Thursday at the Evergreen Tennis Club with
matches starting at 2:30 p.m. Even though the Chiefs defeated the
Huskies in both matches last year, U.W. has three strong sophomores from last year's freshman team.
The solid Husky racquet squad just returned from Southern
California where they played the nations' two top teams, USC and
UCLA, and also Redlands, the number one small college team in
the country. Although the Huskies won only one team match
(against Redlands 5-4) they made good showings against the Los
Angeles schools, especially against USC, last year's NCAA champs.
Leading the U.W. team, coached by Bill Quillian, is Captain
Dick Knight. The sophomore Knight played the eastern circuit
last summer and earned national singles ranking. He teamed with
S.U.'s Tom Gorman and they were ranked 11th among the nation's

doubles

teams.

The other U.W. team members are John Grimes, sophomore
from Pacific Palisades; Steve Finnigan, a junior from Tacoma;
Chip Zimmer, sophomore from Pacific Palisades; Bill Coates, junior
from Spokane, and Steve Johnson, a senior from Kirkland.

S.U. Golfers Clubbered
The S.U. golfers got off on the tor in a nV2-9y2 tilt staged at
wrong foot for the first three Eugene. Tom Rudy's 77 was the
matches of the season. Friday, best Chieftain score of that
despite a strong 70 by Jerry Jon- match. Yesterday the Chiefs lost
son the Chiefs lost a 15-12 tough- another tight one, this time to
ie to Oregon State at Corvallis. the U.W. golfers in Seattle. The
Saturday Oregon was the vie- score was 16%-10V&.

Hiyu Saskwatchers Head for Hills

Big Wilt
Earns

That Fat
Salary
There are presently several great athletes in the
world, but Wilt Chamberlain just has to rank at the top
of the list. There could not be another man with the
strength of Chamberlain, who at the same time is as
agile as Big Wilt.
S.U. SaskwatchHunters on Patrol

PRESENTLY CHAMBERLAIN is center for the Philatide was to be part of our brilliant April Foot's issue of last
delphia '76'ers professional basketball Team. He uses
Friday, but it didn't quite make
his 7-ft.-l inch and 255 pound frame to good advantage
it. However we couldn't withhold
in one of the most trying of all games.
it forever, so
Last Sunday in a plav-off game against the New York
Hiyu Coolees, S.U.'s hiking club, joined forces
Knickbockers, Chamberlain repeatedly impressed with with the Seattle Mountaineers
and the Mothers'
his prowess. Despite the titanic efforts of gigantic Knicks March of Dimes in the April 1 Saskwatch hunt.
This semi-human animal was sighted near
Walt Bellamy and Willis Reed, Chamberlain continually
overpowered them with his devastating dunk shots as Mount Rainier, and terrified citizens of the Puget
Sound area. Officials considered him a "threat
he lead the '76ers to victory.
to the tranauilitv of this Northwest Vacation
well,
$250,000
year,
ought
good.
Oh
for
a
he
to be

...

—Spectator photo by Don

Conrard

Fr. John Koehler, S.J., S.U. math professor
and a Hiyu Coolee led the volunteers through the
rough terrain. He stated "We spared no efforts
to capture and tame this beast, but did not expose
ourselves to unnecessary risks."
Gary Jacobson, president, has asked for senate approvalof Che new Hiyu mascot. The Saskwatch will be boarded at the Woodland Park Zoo
with funds from the senate general fund. Hiyus
have made tentative plans to visit Santa Clara,
Calif, with their humanoid friend.

Seattle U. Now to Honor

MORE
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PARTY

. £W mm

/Good grief, Iwisn\
'Letter of Intent'
/ he'd never heard | NCAA
interesting
Two
about togetherness )

TIME
AT THE

PARTY
NOW

English feather,
For men who want tobe where the
action is. Very racy. Very masculine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.
$2 50, $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.

. NOKFMVAU, J. tC%t:

A MOOUCTOf MIM COMPANY. INC
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YOU'RE

SOMETHING
ELSE,

"Happy Hours"

CHARLIE

MON.— 8 to 10
WED.— 9 to 1 1
SAT.— 4 to 7

THE NEW

1111 E. PIKE

BROWN

PEANUTS

CARTOON BOOK!

by Charles M.Schulz
ONLY A 4 ot your college
t ■ bookstore
Holt, RinehirtandWInrton,Inc.

announce- would now be playing for the
ments have emanated from the Oregon Ducks.
Also Eddie O'Brien, S.U. athS.U. athletic department recently. One is that henceforth S.U. letic director, was in Los Angeles during the NCAA basketwill honor the "letter of intent" ball
play-offs and while there
that now is honored by most of he againmet with officials from
the NCAA member schools. This other western universities intermeans that any high school or ested in forming a "conferjunior college student— athlete ence." O'Brien reported that as
a start the schools involved will
who signs the letter stating that make an effort to
schedule each
he will attend S.U. cannot at- other for the '69-70 basketball
tend any other school that hon- season. However, they decided
little definite beyond this point.
ors the letter of intent.
Similarly S.U. cannot receive
a student-athlete whohas signed
Intramural Softball
a letter of intent stating that he
Only two of the eight schedwill attend another university.
uled intramural softball pracIf S.U. had honored the letter
tice games were played Sunof intent last summer, Lou West,
as several teams failed to
day
standout Chieftain basketballer
field nine men. In the two
games that were played the
Trillos edged the Chambers
7-6 and the Nads demolished
All coeds interested in turnthe Party, 24-0.
ing out for the women's tennis
The softball schedule has
team are asked to report to the
not been completed yet as
tennis court, or the gym if the
several teams have indicated
weather is bad, every Tuesday,
that they will withdraw from
Thursday
at
Wednesday and
competition.
3:30 p.m.

Coerf Tennis
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'Honored' Editor Wins
Johns Hopkins Grant

government-financedprogram.
Mary Ann is assistant feature
editor of The Spectator and is a
"survivor" of the Honors Program at S.U. This year she was
in teaching degree.
This year, Mary Ann Frusti- received in the National Jesuit
our, a twenty-year-old English Women's Honorary, Gamma Pi
major from Seattle, received the Epsilon. Last spring she was
grant, worth over $7,000. Last chosen to receive special educayear Richard Baginski, a biolo- tion credits for her tutoring
work at the St. Peter Claver
gy major, was the winner.
Mary Ann plans to conCenter.
The MAT program is designed centrate on teaching in disadfor liberal arts graduates who vantaged area schools.
wish to teach in high school but
have had no course work in education. Johns Hopkins' program
lasts a year and a half and includes a year of work in the
HELP WANTED
student's major, a summer of
and
a
half
education courses
HELP WANTED: Male, child care
year of paid internship in the
staff to work with emotionally disBaltimore Public Schools. There
turbed children. Min. 20 hrs. per
week, 3-1 Ishift and weekends.Ocare about 60 students in the
casional night duty; 21 or over.
$2.00 per hour. AT 3-3300.
WANTED: Student to live in. Furnished rooms and priv. bath; T.V.,
car port., close to bus line. References needed. 1250 Parkside East;
Colonel John Robinson and
EA 5-3799.
Cadet Colonel Paul Lenze announced that the Outstanding HELP WANTED: Swinging female to
Cadet Award for the previous
aid in research on THE NEW MORquarter was awarded to Mike
ALITY. Part-time through May.
Excellent pay. Write: Richardson
Fay, freshman cadet; Larry
Box 966-507 3rd. Ave., Seattle,
Damman, sophomore cadet;
98104.
Wn.
Tom Swint, junior cadet, and
Edward Constantine, senior ca-

For the second year in a row,
an S.U. student is the recipient
of a grant from Johns Hopkins
University for a master of arts

CLASSIFIED

Four ROTC
Cadets Honored

det.
Cadets who exhibit outstand-

MISCELLANEOUS

ing character, leadership, atten-

THESES, term papers on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423.

dedication and initiative are
awarded.

CLASSICAL guitar lessons. All Levels. Capitol Hill. EA 2-2644.

tion to detail, aggressiveness,

sum amis I
!Today
Meetings

GammaSigma Phi, board meetings, 6:45 p.m., Chieftain Lounge.
Gamma Sigma Phi general, 7
p.m., Chieftain Lounge. Nomination of new officers.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., third
floor Pigott. All members must
attend.
Phi Chi Theta, 7:30 p.m., McHugh. Any women students interested in pledging may attend.
Yacht Club, 7:30 p.m., Ba 502.
I.K.'s, 7 p.m., house.
Marketing Club, 11 a.m., Xavier Conference room.

Tomorrow

Meetings

Tour Guides for University Day,
3 p.m., Pigott 305.

Reminder

Silver Scroll applications are
now available in the AWS office
and Marion 206. Those qualified
to apply are junior women with
a 3.0 g.p.a. Applications must be
turned in by Friday, April 12.

Official Notices

Applications for summer employment are available at the

Alumni House. Dave Irwin,
alumni director, said that he has
listings of summer jobs for male
students. Students can contact
Irwin at ext. 276.

PREDENTAL APTITUDE TESTS
Students intending to apply to
dental school for the class entering in fall, 1969, are urged to take
the dental aptitude test this
spring. The deadline for submission of an application to take this
test is April 15, and application
forms are available from Dr.
David Read, Predental Advisor,
Room 612, Bannan. Dr. Read's office hours are 2-5 p.m., Tuesday
and Thursday afternoons.

FROM MUD HOLE TO: Construction on the new P.E.
Complex started last week. Earth movers and hole diggers and other rigs lay the pipe and foundations for the
Connolly Center Complex.
Spectator photo by Dennis Williams

MiUnternational (CenterVAcademiqJRes«>an;H
UQ2COMMOMlK.AI.rH AVENUE
HOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS OHM

408 Student Names Listed

(Continued from page 1)
James tecknoudt,

Dei rare

Eiler, Stephen Eisenhawer,

wehr.

MICHAEL REIFEL, David

Robert Larcher, Paula Lascho- Reynolds, James Rhodes, Ce-

ber, Arthur Latterell, Jeanne
Laurs, Clare Lentz, Claire Lidzbarski, Jo Linders, Alice Lin-

Denise Ekar, Barbara Ellis,
Veronica Fabico, LawrenceFarley.
scott.
Kathleen Feeney, Robert FinKATHERINE LITAKER,Elizney, Joseph Fioretti, George abeth Lovejoy, Nancy Lovelace,
Fisher, Sharon Flanagan.
Gerald Lovchik, Joann Lucan,
DAVID FLECK, Gregory Melinda Lucum, Rosendo Luna,
Frank, Richard Frank, Kay Annette Lund.
Franta, Marilyn Franzin, DusMarie Lynn, Anne Machung
tin Frederick.
Edward Macke, Robert MadMary Frushour, Bill Gable, dox, David Madsen, Mary MaMargaret Gaffney, Maureen hardy, KathleenMahr.
RITA MARKER,Martha MarGaffney, Patricia Garrod, Jessie Gerber, Paula Gibbons, mont, Janet Marshall, Mary
Christina Giese, Robert Gilli- Martin, Elizabeth Martinez,
Helen Mason, John Matejka,
gan.
Eleanor Goligoski,Harvey Go- Clara Matthews, Theresa Mc-
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The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximumpotential
in the subject, or subjects, of their choice.
We at The International Center for Academic Research

are proud that these outstanding instructional techniques
have shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Rese-arch, after
exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete money back
guarantee: If after following instructions faithfully you
have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably,
your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May

I, 1968.

Price

thereafter $3.95 per course.

For personalized assitance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135
Please include:
Name
Address
City
Zip Code
College, or U
Course:

State

Last semesters average:

I

I

2

2

3
4
5

3
4
5

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20%
discount for groups of ten or more. Please include organization title
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.

